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Executive summary 

The EMC® NetWorker® PowerSnap™ Module enhances EMC NetWorker 
by allowing continuous snapshot-based data protection and availability 
during backups of the EMC Symmetrix DMX™ and EMC CLARiiON® 
storage systems. The backup is virtually instantaneous, despite the size 
of the volume on which the data is located. The PowerSnap Module 
software enables frequent backups with little impact to the network or 
application server to provide nondisruptive backups of large databases 
or data stored on file systems. 

This technical note provides a step-by-step roadmap to expedite 
successful backup and recovery operations of Oracle databases using the 
EMC PowerSnap Module on EMC Symmetrix and CLARiiON storage 
arrays. 

For detailed information on the EMC PowerSnap Modules and the EMC 
NetWorker Module for Oracle (NMO), refer to the following guides: 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 
2.4 Service Pack 1 (SP1) Installation Guide P/N 300-006-038 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 
2.4 Service Pack 1 (SP1) Administration Guide  
P/N 300-006-037 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC CLARiiON Version 2.4 
Service Pack 1 (SP1) Installation and Administration Guide  
P/N 300-006-035 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 
2.4 Service Pack 1 (SP1) Release Notes P/N 300-006-039 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC CLARiiON Version 2.4 
Service Pack 1 (SP1) Release Notes P/N 300-006-036 

 EMC NetWorker Module for Oracle Release 4.5 Multiplatform Version 
Installation Guide P/N 300-003-564 

 EMC NetWorker Module for Oracle Release 4.5 Multiplatform Version 
Administration Guide P/N 300-003-563 

 EMC NetWorker Module for Oracle Release 4.5 Multiplatform Version 
Release Notes P/N 300-003-565 

 EMC NetWorker Module for Oracle Release 4.5 Multiplatform Version 
Command Reference Guide  P/N 300-003-566 

 EMC NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 1 Multiplatform Version 
Administration Guide P/N 300-005-504 

 EMC NetWorker Release 7.4 Service Pack 1 Multiplatform Version Release 
Notes P/N 300-005-511 
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 EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide 

Software versions 

This technical note is applicable to these software releases: 

 NetWorker 7.3.x, 7.4.x 
 NetWorker PowerSnap 2.3.x, 2.4.x 
 NetWorker Module for Oracle 4.5 

Audience 

The intended audience is customers, including storage architects and 
administrators and any others, such as database administrators and 
backup operators, involved in evaluating, acquiring, managing, 
operating, or designing an EMC networked storage environment, and 
EMC staff and partners using this for guidance and development of 
proposals.  

Installation and configuration roadmap 

The following procedures describe a high-level installation and 
configuration roadmap of the EMC PowerSnap Module and Oracle 
databases. 

 Identify systems to be configured  
 Install a NetWorker client on the application / production server 
 Install a NetWorker client on the proxy host 
 Install PowerPath on production hosts.  This is required for 

CLARiiON, but optional for Symmetrix. 
 For Symmetrix, install Solutions Enabler (SYMAPI) software on the 

production host and the proxy host  

 For CLARiiON, install Navisphere® Agent and CLI software, and 
admsnap software, on production and proxy host 

 Install the NetWorker Module for Oracle on the application host 
 Install the EMC PowerSnap Module (client version) on the 

application host 
 Install the EMC PowerSnap Module (proxy client version) on the 

proxy host 
 Verify / register license enablers 
 On Symmetrix – Create a STD/BCV or STD/VDEV relationship and 

associate them to your production host and proxy host respectively 

 On CLARiiON – Create SnapView™ LUNs and associate them to 
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your production host and proxy host respectively 
 On Symmetrix, create a snap pool resource file 
 On CLARiiON, create a snap pool resource file if using SnapView 

clones. 
 Configure the Oracle database to work with the EMC PowerSnap 

Module 
 Create a snapshot policy in NetWorker 
 Create a snapshot group in NetWorker 
 Configure the NetWorker client 
 Test the configuration 

 

Identify systems to be configured 

It is very important to identify the systems to be configured to work with 
PowerSnap. Doing so will reduce confusion, and will allow you to make 
sure that the combination of systems is supported. 

When using PowerSnap, the systems that need to be identified are: 

 NetWorker server 
 NetWorker storage node 
 PowerSnap client host 
 PowerSnap proxy host 

Consult the documentation referenced in the Executive Summary to 
ensure the combination of systems, operating systems, and other system 
software are appropriate and supported by PowerSnap. 

When pairing a Microsoft Windows PowerSnap host with a Sun 
Microsystems Solaris PowerSnap proxy host, it is called a SymmConnect 
configuration. There are specific configuration considerations within this 
document that pertain to SymmConnect configurations. 
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PowerSnap Module installation on the application server 

On Sun Solaris – Install the following packages: 

1. LGTOpseg (PowerSnap Engine) 

2. LGTOpsag (PowerSnap Agent) 

3. LGTOpssc (PowerSnap Snapshot Control)  

On Microsoft Windows – Follow the installation wizard and select the 
client version for installation. 
 

PowerSnap Module installation on the proxy host 

On Sun Solaris – Install the following packages:   

1. LGTOpsag (PowerSnap agent) 

2. LGTOpssc (PowerSnap Snapshot Control) 

On Microsoft Windows – Follow the installation wizard and select the 
proxy version for installation. 
 
For complete information on the PowerSnap installation procedure, use 
the appropriate guide: 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 
2.4 Service Pack 1 (SP1) Installation Guide P/N 300-006-038 

 EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC CLARiiON Version 2.4 
Service Pack 1 (SP1) Installation and Administration Guide  
P/N 300-006-035 

Modify the servers file 

1. Add the proxy hostname to the servers file on the production host, 
located by default in /nsr/res/servers or C:\program 
files\legato\nsr\res\servers and then restart NetWorker. 

2. Add the production hostname in the proxy host servers file and then 
restart NetWorker. 
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Verify / Register license enablers 

PowerSnap has two classes of license enablers – a Platform enabler and a 
Capacity enabler. Platform enablers are specific to each type of storage 
array to be used by PowerSnap. A capacity enabler specified the amount 
of storage that can be managed by PowerSnap. 

NetWorker modules such as NetWorker Module for Microsoft SQL 
Server also have a license enabler to allow for proper operation of the 
application-aware module. 

Verify that the appropriate license enablers have been registered on the 
NetWorker server. 

 

Create a STD or BCV relationship on Symmetrix 

1. Ensure that the appropriate version of Solutions Enabler (SymAPI) is 
installed on both the application server and on the proxy host.  Refer 
to the EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide for the 
most accurate and up-to-date information. 

2. Ensure that STD devices used by the Oracle database are visible to 
the application host. 

3. Ensure that all BCV devices that share the same exact size as the STD 
are visible to the proxy host (there could be up to eight BCV devices 
for each STD). 

4. On the application server and on the proxy host, run the following 
command: symcfg list 

The symcfg command returns a list of available Symmetrix arrays 
visible to the host. 

 
                       S Y M M E T R I X 
  

                                     Mcode     Cache       Num Phys   Num Symm 
SymmID         Attachment  Model     Version   Size (MB)   Devices    Devices 
000184600261  Local       8130      5568      4096        16         154 

 
Write the SymmID down and compare it between the application server 
and the proxy host. 
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5. On the application host run the following command: syminq 

The syminq command returns a list of all available Symmetrix drives 
visible to the host. 

 
     
 Device                                    Product                                    Device 
  ------------------------- --------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ 
          Name               Type  Vendor    ID                          Rev  Ser Num   Cap (KB) 
  ------------------------- --------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ 
 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d0s2   BCV   EMC       SYMMETRIX       5568  6100C190    35354880 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d1s2   BCV   EMC       SYMMETRIX       5568  61010190     70709760 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d6s2     GK   EMC       SYMMETRIX        5568  61034190            2880 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d7s2     GK   EMC       SYMMETRIX        5568  61035190            2880 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d105s2          EMC       SYMMETRIX        5568  61099190       8838720 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d106s2 M(4) EMC       SYMMETRIX        5568  61000190     35354880 
  /dev/rdsk/c2t0d107s2 M(8) EMC       SYMMETRIX        5568  61004190     70709760 

 
Write down the Symmetrix device number that is used to hold the 
Oracle data. To identify the device number, look at the third, fourth, 
and fifth digits of the Ser Num for example: 

Device /dev/rdsk/c2t0d106s2 is Symmetrix device 000.  

For Symmetrix DMX™, the Symmetrix device number will be a four-
digit number and would be represented by the third, fourth, fifth, 
and sixth digits of the Ser Num. In the example, device  
/dev/rdsk/c2t0d106s2 is Symmetrix device number 0000. 

6. On the proxy host, run the syminq command and write down the 
BCV device number that you are planning to use.  

Ensure that the BCV device size is identical to the source device size. 
In our example, an option is to match Symmetrix device 000 with 
BCV device 00C as their sizes are identical. 

7. Match standard Symmetrix devices with BCV devices.  
 

a.  Create a Symmetrix disk group (symdg).  
This group could be created either on the production host or 
the proxy host and would be used by PowerSnap. 
  
To create the device group, execute: 
 symdg create      [group_name] 
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For example:  
symdg create powersnap 

 

b.  Add the Symmetrix STD devices (the production devices) to 
the newly created group by executing: 

 symld –g [group_name] add dev [dev#] 
 
  For example:  
 symld –g powersnap add dev 0000. 

 
       Repeat the symld command for all STD devices. 
 
c.  Add the BCV devices to the group by executing: 

 
symbcv –g [group_name] associate dev [bcv_dev_#]  
 
For example: 

       symbcv –g powersnap associate dev 000C 
 
       Repeat the symbcv command for every BCV device you     

need to add. 
 

8. Create an initial sync between the STD and BCV devices by 
executing: 

symmir –g [group_name] full establish 
 

For example:  

symmir –g powersnap full establish. 
 

The symmir command provides a full copy of the STD device onto a 
BCV that is automatically selected by the Symmetrix based on its 
size. Perform the initial full sync manually so every PowerSnap 
operation done on this set of devices will be incremental. 
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Create SnapView snapshot LUNs and associate to proxy host 

When using CLARiiON SnapView snapshots as the method for creating 
a backup when using PowerSnap, the following steps will help you 
configure the proxy host properly. 

 

1. Ensure that the appropriate version of Navisphere Agent and Client 
is installed on both the application server and on the proxy host.  
Refer to the EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide 
for the most accurate and up-to-date information. 

 

2. Add the username that is to be used to perform PowerSnap 
operations to the CLARiiON (on Solaris, root; on Windows, 
Administrator and/or system), by using the following commands: 

navicli  -h  [IP address of CLARiiON SP A]  remoteconfig  -setconfig  
-adduser  user@[production_host_name] 

 

navicli  -h  [IP address of CLARiiON SP A]  remoteconfig  -setconfig  
-adduser  user@[proxy_host_name] 
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Or, by using the Navisphere® GUI, shown in Figure 1: 

 

 
 
    Figure 1.  Navisphere GUI 

 
3. Create SnapView snapshot LUNs by executing the navicli 

command: 

navicli  -h  [IP Address of SPA or SPB]  snapview  -createsnapshot  
[Target LUN # which you need to create Snapshot]  -snapshotname  
[Name of the Snapshot] 

For example: 

navicli  -h  10.32.33.106  snapview  -createsnapshot  108  -
snapshotname PowerSnap_Ora 
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Repeat the navicli command for every snapshot to be created. 

4. Associate a snapshot to a storage group of the proxy client by 
executing the navicli command: 

navicli  -h  [IP Address of SPA or SPB]  storagegroup  -addsnapshot  
-gname  [Storage Group Name]  -snapshotname  [Name of the 
Snapshot] 

For example: 

navicli  -h 10.32.33.106  storagegroup  -addsnapshot  -gname  
DEL_165_2  -snapshotname  PowerSnap_Ora 

 
5. Test and activate the snapshots from CLI/GUI. 

To verify if SnapView works properly, on the application server host 
execute: 

navicli.exe  -h  [IP Address of SP A] snapview  -startsession  
[Snapshot Session Name]  -lun  [LUN #] 

Note: The navicli command initiates the snapshot of the LUN that is seen by 
the application server. In CLARiiON terminology, this is called starting a 
session.  

Where: 
 
[IP Address of SP A] is the IP address of the storage processor that 
owns the LUN that is being snapped. 

[LUN #] is the LUN being snapped. 

[Snapshot Session Name] is an arbitrary name of the snapshot 
session. 

For example: 

navicli  -h  10.32.34.98  snapview  -startsession  ExchangeDB-Snap  -
lun  31   

Note:  You must activate a snapshot on this session before you can access it. 

On the proxy client host (needs to be the proxy host): 

C:\Program Files\EMC\Navisphere Admsnap\admsnap.exe  
activate --s  [Snapshot Session Name]   
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This activates the snapshot, assigning a device on the proxy client to 
the snapshot, so that it can be accessed. 

For example: 

admsnap  activate  -s  ExchangeDB-Snap   

Scanning for new devices. 

Activated session ExchangeDB-Snap on device \\.\PhysicalDrive2. 

Warning:  No drive letter was assigned to any of the activated devices. 

 

PowerSnap could work if all sessions are inactive. Deactivate and stop 
the snapshots by executing. 

admsnap deactivate –s [snapshot_session] and navicli  -h  [IP Address 
of SP A or SP B]  snapview  -stopsession  [Name of Snapshot Session]    
 
Execute the admsnap deactivate command before starting to use 
PowerSnap.  

Figure 2 represents the status of the snapshots before using PowerSnap. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Snapshots before PowerSnap 
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Create SnapView Clone LUNs and associate to proxy host 

When using CLARiiON SnapView clones as the method for creating a 
backup when using PowerSnap, the following steps will help you 
configure the proxy host properly. 

 

1. Ensure that the appropriate version of Navisphere Agent  and Client 
are is installed on both the application server and on the proxy host.  
Refer to the EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility 
Guide for the most accurate and up-to-date information. 

   

Add the username that is to be used to perform PowerSnap 
operations to the CLARiiON (on Solaris, root; on Microsoft 
Windows, Administrator and/or system). Refer to the previous 
section for instructions. 

 

2. Create SnapView clone group by executing the naviseccli command: 

 naviseccli -h [IP Address of SPA or SPB]  clone -createclonegroup -
Name [Name of clone group] -Luns [Target LUN # which you need to 
create clone] -QuiesceThreshold 60 

 

 For example: 

 naviseccli –h 10.32.33.106 clone -createclonegroup -Name 
PowerSnap_Ora_1  -Luns 121  -QuiesceThreshold 60 

 

 Repeat the navseccli command for every source LUN that will be 
cloned. 

 

3. Associate a clone LUN to a source LUN by executing the naviseccli 
command: 

naviseccli - h [IP Address of SPA or SPB]  clone -addclone -Name  
[Name of clone group]  -Luns [Clone LUN #] -RecoveryPolicy auto -
IsSyncRequired 1 -SyncRate medium -UseProtectedRestore 0 
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For example: 

naviseccli - h  10.32.33.106 clone -addclone -Name 
PowerSnap_Ora_1  -Luns 331 -RecoveryPolicy auto -
IsSyncRequired 1 -SyncRate medium -UseProtectedRestore 0 

 

Repeat the navsecicli command for every clone LUN that will be 
added to a source LUN. 

 

4. Associate a clone to a storage group of the proxy client by executing 
the navicli command: 

 

navicli  -h  [IP Address of SPA or SPB]  storagegroup  -addhlu -
gname  [Storage Group Name]  -hlu [Host LUN id] – alu [Clone LUN 
#] 

For example: 

navicli  -h 10.32.33.106  storagegroup  -addhlu  -gname  
PowerSnap_Ora_Proxy  -alu 331 –hlu 1   

 
5. Test and activate the clones from CLI/GUI. 

To verify if the clone works properly, on the application server host 
use the naviseccli clone commands to sync and split the clones. 

Refer to the naviseccli clone command help for further information. 
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Create a Symmetrix snap pool resource file  

When using the PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix, it is essential to create a snap pool 
resource file that is read every time PowerSnap is executed and is used to determine the 
next set of BCV/VDEV devices PowerSnap is to use.  
 
To create a snap pool file, create a file called symm.res located in /nsr/res or 
C:\program files\legato\nsr\res on the application server similar to the 
following: 

 

[symm_id]:[STD device][BCV/VDEV device][BCV/VDEV device][BCV/VDEV device] 

For example:  

000184600261:0000 000C 000E 000F 

000184600261:0001 000B 

When PowerSnap performs a sync operation on the Symmetrix 000184600261 for 
device 0000, it will use BCV device 000C for the first operation, BCV device 000E 
for the second operation, and BCV device 000F for the third operation. For the 
fourth operation, BCV device 000C will be reused and the rotation of devices will 
continue in that same order. 

For device 0001 only one BCV device, 000B, is available. In this case the only BCV 
device that will be used for all PowerSnap operations on that standard device is 
BCV 000B. 

Create a CLARiiON snap pool resource file  

When using the PowerSnap Module for CLARiiON with clones, it is essential to 
create a snap pool resource file that is read every time PowerSnap is executed 
and is used to determine the next set of clone devices PowerSnap is to use. This 
file is not required for snapshots. 
 
To create a snap pool file, create a file called clariion.res located in /nsr/res or 
C:\program files\legato\nsr\res on the application server similar to the 
following: 

[clariion_id]:[source device]    [clone device]   [clone device]  [clone device] 

For example:  

HK190807060023:57 59 60 61 
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HK190807060023:58 62 

When PowerSnap performs a sync operation on CLARiiON HK190807060023 for 
device 57, it will use clone device 59 for the first operation, clone device 60 for the 
second operation, and clone device 61 for the third operation. For the fourth 
operation, clone device 59 will be reused and the rotation of devices will 
continue in that same order. 

For device 58 only one clone device, 62, is available. In this case the only clone 
device that will be used for all PowerSnap operations on that source device is 
clone 62. 
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Configure Oracle database to work with EMC PowerSnap 

In order to configure your Oracle database to work with PowerSnap, 
perform the following steps: 

1. Ensure that the NetWorker Module for Oracle (NMO) is installed on 
the production server. 

2. Ensure that the Oracle database is linked to the NMO. 

3. Ensure that the Oracle database is set to work with archive logs. If 
not, contact the local DBA. 

4. Ensure the Oracle control files are not located on one of the file 
systems or devices to be snapped. If they are located there, contact 
the local DBA and request a change of location for the control files to 
a separate device or file system that is not going to be snapped. 

5. Execute nsrnmoadmin –r list.  
The output should be: 

NSR_NWPATH=NetWorker_binary_path 

NSR_ORACLECAT_MODE=undetermined 

NSR_REMOVE_ON_FAILURE=FALSE 

NSR_ORACLE_LOG_FILE= 

NSR_ORACLECAT_DEBUG_FILE= 

NSR_ORACLE_CONNECT_FILE= 

If using an RMAN catalog, change the NSR_ORACLECAT_MODE 
variable from undetermined to enabled. If not using an RMAN 
catalog, change the NSR_ORACLECAT_MODE variable from 
undetermined to disabled. To change the variable, execute: 

nsrnmoadmin –r update NSR_ORACLECAT_MODE=disabled/enabled 

Execute nsrnmoadmin –r list to review your changes. The output 
should be: 

NSR_NWPATH=NetWorker_binary_path 

NSR_ORACLECAT_MODE=disabled 

NSR_REMOVE_ON_FAILURE=FALSE 

NSR_ORACLE_LOG_FILE=  
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NSR_ORACLECAT_DEBUG_FILE= 

NSR_ORACLE_CONNECT_FILE= 

6. Customize the nsrnmo file to include the ORACLE_SID. It is 
mandatory for this field to be present for PowerSnap backups. 

7. Create a proxy.cfg file in a location of your choosing (except the 
/tmp directory). Enter the following in the file: 

NSR_DATA_MOVER=<proxy_host_name> 

NSR_SNAP_TYPE=<symm-dmx | emcclar> 

FRAME_IP=[SPA_IP : SPB_IP] (CLARiiON only) 

SYMM_SNAP_TECH=<BCV or SNAP> (Symmetrix only) 

And optionally: 

SYMM_SNAP_POOL=<location of the snap pool resource file (on 
the production server)> 

EMCCLAR_SNAP_SUBTYPE=<cow | mirror>  (CLARiiON only) 
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If using the PowerSnap FLIB/FLIR (SymmConnect), add the 
following to the proxy.cfg file: 

NSR_IMAGE_SAVE=yes (enables SymmConnect) 
 

8. Create an RMAN script that is using the RMAN proxy copy method. 
The following is a script example: 
connect target system/system; 

connect catalog rman/rman; 

run { 

 allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE'; 

 send 
'NSR_ENV=(NSR_SERVER=tme90,NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=
Default,NSR_PROXY_PFILE=/OraHome1/proxy.cfg)'; 

 backup full proxy only  

 format '/FULL_%d_%U/' 

 (database); 

 backup filesperset 4 

        current controlfile; 

        sql 'alter system archive log current'; 

        backup filesperset 40 

        archivelog all delete input; 

 release channel t1; 

} 

Note: Ensure the NSR_PROXY_PFILE points to the location of the proxy.cfg 
file created in step 7. 
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Create a snapshot policy in NetWorker 

Figure 3 illustrates a snapshot policy that is configured in NetWorker. 

 

 
Figure 3. Snapshot policy in NetWorker 

 
When creating a new snapshot policy, consider the following guidelines: 

1. The Number of Snapshots attribute determines how many snapshots 
will be taken in a period of the snapshot expiration policy regardless 
of the amount of snapshots/BCV devices you have available. For 
example, if you have only one BCV/snapshot available for a 
particular device and you set your snapshot policy to have eight 
snapshots in a period of day, the BCV/snapshot will be overwritten 
eight times a day. 

2. The Retain Snapshots attribute saves the amount of snapshots 
configured for this attribute in the NetWorker catalog for instant 
restore. This attribute has to be calculated based on the amount of 
BCV/snapshots you have available for particular LUN/STD devices. 
For example, if you have three BCV devices available for a single 
STD device, then you could retain up to three snapshots or copies of 
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the same device for instant restore. You should think about it as 
backing up the same device three times during the day and have 
three point-in-time snapshots of the data in that period. 

3. The Backup Snapshots variable will copy the data from a snapshot to 
tape for another layer of protection for the data. Keep in mind that 
the data is already cataloged in the NetWorker catalog and could be 
recovered instantly. Moving the data to tape will ensure that the data 
will be available for recovery in a situation that the snapshot has 
been corrupted or deleted by accident. You can decide to back up all 
snapshots to tape/disk, or just a selected number of snapshots like 
the first every day or the last one. Keep in mind that this process will 
be automated by NetWorker, but there is the option to back up a 
snapshot to tape manually. 

4. For SymmConnect backups, the snapshot policy must be set with the 
following: 

Set Retain Snapshots to 0. 

Set Backup Snapshots to All. 
 

Note: SymmConnect backups can not be retained on the Symmetrix, and all 
data must be copied to tape at the end of the process. Figure 4 is a screenshot 
of a SymmConnect policy: 
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Figure 4. SymmConnect policy
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Create a snapshot group in NetWorker 

Figure 5 shows a Properties window of a NetWorker snapshot group: 

 

 
Figure 5. Properties window 

Use the following guidelines when creating a snapshot group: 

1. The Snapshot attribute is selected and the correct Snapshot Policy to 
be used for this group is selected. 

2. Change the start time to 0:00. 

3. Under the Advanced tab in the group Properties window, change 
the interval based on the amount of snapshots you have configured 
in your policy. For example, if you are going to take eight snapshots 
in a period of a day, change the interval to three hours. 
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Configure your NetWorker client  

When configuring PowerSnap to work with Oracle, there are no special 
configuration settings for the client. Configure the NetWorker client just 
as if you were configuring it for a traditional Oracle backup. Ensure the 
following are present in the client configuration: 

 Backup command: nsrnmo 
 Storage node list should include the proxy host (if served as a 

storage node) on the top of the list. 

Troubleshooting 

PowerSnap provides an extensive set of logs to help identify the root 
cause of a failure. The logs are created, by default, under the /nsr/logs 
or C:\program files\legato\nsr\logs and should look like 
brc.xxxxxxxxxxxxx.log or brc.xxxxxxxxxxxxx.log.raw. If a .trace file is 
present, a problem has occurred during the PowerSnap workflow. The 
.trace files provide a look at the error. 

For debug purposes, the variable NSR_PS_DEBUG_LEVEL can be set to 
9 in the proxy.cfg file. This will create a brc.xxxxxxxxxxxx.debug or  
brc.xxxxxxxxxxxx.debug.raw  file that can be used by support to identify 
the issue. 

Ninety-five percent of all support cases opened against PowerSnap are 
configuration issues. Ensure that you have followed this technical note 
by not skipping any step. 

For Oracle backups the /nsr/applogs/msglog.log or C:\program 
files\legato\nsr\applogs\msglog.log file may be viewed to look for 
RMAN errors. You can set the creation of the msglog.log file within the 
nsrnmo script (just copy and paste the default in the appropriate 
location). 
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Recoveries 

Oracle recoveries for Oracle proxy backups are done via RMAN. 
PowerSnap supports recovery down to the single datafile level. There 
are four ways to perform Oracle recoveries with the PowerSnap Module: 

1. Traditional recovery – Data that was backed up from a snapshot to 
tape is being recovered from tape by means of the network. 

2. PIT recovery (instant restore) – Data that resides on a snapshot 
within the array is being mounted on the proxy host and recovered 
by means of the network. 

3. Rollback recovery (Symmetrix only) – Data is being synced from a 
BCV back to the STD inside the array. This is a destructive restore that 
overwrites all data on the STD. 

4. FLIR (SymmConnect recovery) – Data that was backed up using an 
image backup (SymmConnect) can be recovered back to the STD 
device or to the BCV device via a SAN. This is a destructive restore 
that overwrites all data on the STD. 

The RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER variable 

You can instruct NetWorker to automate different recovery methods by 
using the RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER variable in the proxy.cfg file (for 
example, RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=pit:traditional). This would instruct 
NetWorker to perform a PIT recovery first, and, if it fails, to perform a 
traditional restore next. 

FLIR (SymmConnect) and rollback recoveries 

Both FLIR and rollback recoveries unmount the production device from 
the production host during the recovery operation. Ensure that you can 
bring Oracle to a mount state while the device is unmounted before 
trying to execute the recovery.  

When Oracle loads, it reads the control files and stores them into 
memory. If the control files are on the device that is going to be 
unmounted, the recovery fails. If not, the Oracle database is mountable 
even if the Oracle datafiles do not exist on the system. To execute a 
rollback recovery, set your RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=rollback in the 
proxy.cfg file. 
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For a FLIR-type recovery, you have the option to recover the data in two 
ways: 

1. Back to the STD device –The STD device must be visible to the proxy 
host. 

2. Back to the BCV device that then syncs to the STD – The BCV device 
should be visible to the proxy host. 

When performing a recovery back to the STD device, set your 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=flir on the proxy.cfg file. 

When performing a recovery back to the BCV device, customize your 
proxy.cfg file to include: 

RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=flir 

RESTORE_TO_MIRROR=true 

And optionally: 

SYNC_FROM_MIRROR=true 

This will cause the data to travel from tape/disk to the BCV via SAN and 
then automatically synchronize the BCV back to the STD device. 

RMAN recovery script 

The following is an example of an RMAN script that will recover a full 
database: 

connect target system/system 

run { 

        allocate channel t1 type 'SBT_TAPE'; 

        send 
'NSR_ENV=(NSR_SERVER=tme90,NSR_DATA_VOLUME_POOL=Defa
ult,NSR_PROXY_PFILE=/OraHome1/proxy.cfg)’; 

 restore database; 

 recover database; 

 release channel t1; 

} 

 
To execute the RMAN script, execute the following from a command 
prompt on the production server: 

rman cmdfile [rman_script] 
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